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REVIEW & OUTLOOK

A Mental-Health Overhaul
A Congressman produces a set of good ideas for a difficult problem.
Dec. 25, 2013 3:56 p.m. ET

A year has passed since the Newtown massacre, and Americans this month marked the somber moment.
The most fitting tribute Congress could pay the 26 victims would be to return in January to take up
Pennsylvania Representative Tim Murphy's thoughtful overhaul of federal mental-health policies.
Severe mental illness is the common link among the recent mass shootings, and for decades the political
class has ignored the systemic dysfunction in a mental-health system that fails the sickest. Getting to the
root of this problem is hard, which is why Congress defaults either to spending more money or brawling
over gun control.

***
Mr. Murphy, a psychologist, has spent the year since Sandy Hook studying the problem. His House Energy
and Commerce Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations has dug into federal policies, and his
reform is aimed at helping the next Adam Lanza before he strikes.
The feds spend a stunning $125 billion a year on "mental
health" via programs ranging from Medicaid to the Social
Security Administration. Yet the Murphy committee
discovered that most of this cash goes to vague and
ineffective services rarely focused on treating the most
serious illnesses—schizophrenia, bipolar disorder or severe
depression. There is little interagency coordination, little
government data collection on treatment outcomes, and no
central effort to drive evidence-based care.
Rep. Tim Murphy, R-Pa. speaks during a news
conference on Capitol Hill in Washington, Thursday,
Dec. 12, 2013, to discuss the introduction of a
legislative package of major mental health reforms.
Associated Press

A prime example is the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration in the Department of Health and
Human Services. Samhsa every year pushes $460 million in
block grants to community mental-health centers. The agency
is a fan of "patient driven recovery," which allows the mentally ill to craft their own treatments and stresses
"hope" and "empowerment." Samhsa has little or no focus on medically driven care, and of its 537 full-time
employees only two are physicians.

***
The Murphy bill would reorient all of this and create a new HHS assistant secretary for mental health and
substance-abuse disorders who would lead federal mental-illness efforts. The secretary would have to be
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a medical professional and would be responsible for promoting the medically oriented models of care
adopted by the National Institute of Mental Health, or NIMH.
An example: One NIMH project showed that identifying the first sign of psychosis in an individual, and
immediately treating it with lower-dose medication, could prevent a patient from developing full-blown
schizophrenia and allow a functioning life. These are the treatments that federal dollars need to be
supporting.
The new assistant secretary would take over the grant process; community centers that want money will
have to prove they are meeting evidence-based standards. The new position will also be responsible for
collecting data on treatment outcomes and shifting federal efforts based on the results.
The Murphy bill also uses grant money to push states to modernize their mental-illness laws. Some 23
states still allow for involuntary commitment only if a mentally ill person is an imminent danger to himself or
others. This standard is nearly impossible to meet, and even psychotics are often able to present a brief
façade of normality. Many are unaware they're even ill and won't voluntarily get help.
Community mental-health centers would only receive grants if their state's commitment laws include a
"need for treatment" standard, which gives families and physicians greater ability to get help for the
mentally ill. Grants would also flow only to centers in the 44 states that have assisted-outpatient treatment
laws, in which courts can require the mentally ill, as a condition of remaining in a community, to receive
treatment. New York's Kendra's Law has been a model for how these outpatient treatment laws can help
the most vulnerable and save lives.
The bill includes other pressing reforms, like removing the federal bias against hospital psychiatric care.
Medicaid currently won't reimburse for psychiatric care in any hospital that has more than 16 psychiatric
beds. This restriction has led to the dismantling of psychiatric hospitals, releasing the mentally ill to commit
crimes and receive subpar treatment in jails. Seventy years ago the U.S. had 600,000 inpatient psychiatric
beds for a country half its current population. Today it has 40,000.
A similar shortage of psychiatric professionals—especially for children—has meant the average time
between a first episode of psychosis and initial treatment can be 110 weeks. The Murphy bill addresses
this by advancing tools like tele-psychiatry, which links primary physicians in underserved areas to
psychiatric professionals. Speaking of children, the law finally fixes the federal privacy law known as
HIPAA, once again allowing mental-health professional and families to share information about loved ones.
The Murphy legislation also addresses one of the more destructive forces in the mental-health system: the
legal lobby. Many Americans may be shocked to know their tax dollars are funding a small army of selfanointed "advocates" who encourage the mentally ill to avoid treatment, and who fight parental and court
attempts to get them care. The Murphy bill stops this funding. It also gives physicians legal safe harbor to
volunteer at understaffed mental-health centers, something many currently won't do for fear of malpractice
suits.

***
These provisions may inspire the opposition of some Democrats beholden to the trial bar and ACLU. The
Obama Administration may also resist a GOP initiative, and libertarians may oppose giving professionals
more authority to intervene with care or object to creating a new government position.
They should think anew. The alternative is Vice President Joe Biden's proposal to throw another $100
million willy-nilly at a failed system. All the money in the world won't help the mentally ill if it isn't getting to
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them or is squandered on ineffective treatments. The Murphy bill is an informed attempt to overhaul a
broken system. It might even prevent the next Newtown.
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